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T&L providers use M&A to drive earnings and growth
Transport & Logistics (T&L) faces an era of unprecedented change, as digital and technological disruption
and increasing competition from large geographically integrated groups conspire to win market share and
squeeze margins in the mid-market. In response, we are seeing corporate transactions (increasingly crossborder) being used to improve efficiencies, differentiate offerings and to tap growth by getting ahead of
the mega-trends. And with more than €200 billion of annual revenues at stake in Europe alone, there’s a
lot to play for.

Key insights:
■■

The competitive landscape is shifting in the T&L sector across Western Europe, as
competition ramps up from large integrated groups and new tech savvy players (eg.
last-mile). The market is focusing on efficiencies, differentiation, and new growth
trends.

■■

Deal activity remains high and stable: we are seeing far more cross-border transactions,
driven by geographic integration strategies, e-commerce growth, and more open and
deregulated markets.

■■

Strategic investors are seeking complementary businesses that can be bolted on to
existing operations, while private equity is seeking high growth niche segments, and
underperforming businesses that require modernization (technology) and a strategic
rethink. Private equity is extremely active, present in around half of all deals.

■■

Valuations in the European mid-market vary widely, depending on positioning. As a
general rule, niche and specialist segments and less capital intensive business models
are receiving the highest EBITDA valuation multiples.

■■

Value-added business models are vital, as competition from Eastern Europe (in road
freight), new tech players and large integrated groups continue to win market share
and squeeze margins.

■■

Smart players are using technology to add value and improve efficiencies.
Technological and digital capabilities are expected to be an important M&A driver in
the future, highlighted by the large increase in ‘log-tech’ investments over the last
three years.

Kilian de Gourcuff
Partner, Capitalmind

“The T&L sector is going through
major transformation, and using
deals to improve efficiencies,
differentiate offerings and to
lock into important new growth
trends. M&A is being seen as
the most effective repositioning
tool, with a high level of buy-side
demand in the mid-market from
both strategic and private equity
investors.”
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Key takeaways

€200bn
Revenues generated annually by the European T&L market

5 Mega-trends
E-commerce
Digital transformation
Sustainability
Urbanization / City 3.0
Infrastructure scarcity

#1 Priority
As identified by T&L companies: technology & data

9.8x
TEV / EBITDA valuation multiple for listed T&L companies at the end of 2017
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T&L market

The European T&L market generates more than €200 billion in annual
revenues and is characterised by a limited number of large players
and an abundance of small and mid-sized companies. Road freight is
by far the largest segment, worth some €140 billion, or around 70%
of the total sector.
European Segment Breakdown
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Source: BNP Paribas, An Analysis of the European Transport Sector (2016)

Strategy

Accessing superior growth and earnings often requires a strategic
rethink.



GETTING AHEAD OF
MEGA-TRENDS

ROLL-OUT

STRATEGIES
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Source: BCG, Getting Ahead of the Megatrends in Transport and Logistics (2016)
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Mega-trends

The best performing companies set themselves apart by proactively
positioning themselves to capture growth opportunities arising from
the mega-trends reshaping the global economy.
E-commerce: The proliferation of e-commerce
continues to be a massive tailwind for
the market. Also, the global cross-border
e-commerce market is forecast to reach $1
trillion by 2020, growing at twice the rate
of domestic e-commerce. T&L players need
to broaden their end-to-end services and
prepare for aggressive competition from
new competitors that specialize in fulfilment
and last-mile delivery, as well as retailers
that are establishing their own logistics
operations. Segments related to parcel delivery
(e.g. last-mile) will be major beneficiaries.
Digital transformation: The T&L sector is way
behind most other industry groups when it
comes to digital transformation. Providers need
to focus on efficiency gains, data analytics and
social supply chains to create more traceability
and predictability. Software and new digital
platforms can better manage and integrate
operations, especially increasingly complex
supply chains. There are vast amounts of data
that could be used to improve performance
and customer service. For example, forecasting
allows providers to scale up or down and plan
routes. (AI or Machine Learning capabilities have
been shown to vastly improve routing.) And
Cloud technology enables platform solutions for
‘virtual freight forwarding’, as well as flexibility
and scalability. Disruption is also occurring
with the introduction of new digital market
entrants, who are disrupting traditional business
models and driving down prices. In the US,
Amazon, Transfix and Uber Freight are all using
crowdsourcing apps to pair shippers directly
with independent truckers. The core value
proposition is competitive pricing: the attraction
of moving long-haul freight more cheaply and
without the friction of driver and asset expenses.
Urbanization: More concentrated populations
in urban centres is a global trend, and creating
the need for more Courier Express & Parcel
(CEP) deliveries and warehousing. The contract
logistics segment will also see increased
demand. Companies need to cope with the
complexity of logistics within cities and with
consumers’ expectations for convenience.
Sustainability: Stricter regulations and
resource constraints mean the sector needs to
find new ways to reduce energy consumption.

Also, the growing awareness of sustainability
among consumers means that “green”
transport will have greater value. This will
create winners and losers: rail (low-carbon)
will benefit, as will the related rail network
providers and other segments that help to make
transport more efficient, such as hinterland
terminals. Air, sea, and road players will face
increased burdens for regulatory compliance,
such as having to upgrade or replace fleets to
meet new emission standards. For many, the
critical challenge will be to identify business
opportunities related to sustainability rather
than focusing on how sustainability will affect
operations. The sector will need to provide
new services, such as logistics services
that address the complexity of sustainably
transporting food throughout the supply chain.
Infrastructure, Congestion & Scarcity:
Congestion and the related cost increases will
impose additional burdens on providers and could
potentially disrupt service offerings, such as justin-time delivery. The sector needs to overcome
these constraints. Segments that stand to gain
include logistics infrastructure players in highly
congested regions who will have an opportunity
to increase margins; freight-forwarding and
contract-logistics, as companies earn higher
margins by reselling capacity at premium
prices; and the logistics advisory segment which
provides better solutions for planning routes.

Cross-border e-commerce market
evolution in Western Europe

#
(in(in
millions)
# e-shoppers
e-shoppers
# e-shoppers
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m)
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Cross-bordere-shoppers
e-shoppers
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Cross-border e-shoppers (% of total)
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Technology
adoption

The T&L sector is finally recognizing the importance of technology.

Question to T&L organizations: Which area is your biggest priority?

Data
7%

Data
10%

38%
38%
Technology
28%

People
43%

2016
2016
Survey
Survey

People
24%

55%
55%
2017
2017
Survey
Survey

Technology
48%

Process
21%

Process
19%
Sources: EFT

Efficiency gains, speed and timing have always
been critical for T&L providers, but today
even more so in an environment where costs
and competition are both squeezing margins.
Interestingly, after a period of denial, the T&L
market has begun to realize the importance
of technology in delivering a competitive
advantage. A survey by EFT showed that
technology has recently become a top strategic
priority.
New technologies are being used in a number
of different ways. For example, GPS-based fleet
management systems enable alerts, optimize
routes and track driver hours. The telematics
functions also make it possible to track
vehicle maintenance needs, speeding, harsh
braking & acceleration and other conditions

Logistical Technology (Log-Tech) is an emerging segment that is
seeing a sharp rise in venture capital investments.
Digital, in particular, has opened up growth
opportunities for providers that use different
paths to foster growth. New entrants (mainly
tech players) are leveraging digital channels
such as crowdsourcing, which is winning
market share from incumbents. Their
value proposition rests on three key pillars:
optimizing logistics costs for customers,
shortening the length of the order completion
cycle and reducing the number of fixed
assets. Many of these new entrants need
to forge partnerships with incumbents to
tap networks and knowledge, so there are
opportunities for traditional providers with
digital ambitions.

Global Log-Tech Investments
(Venture Capital)
Disclosed
Funding
($M)
Disclosed
Funding

($M)

Number
of deals
Number
of deals

315
293

207

Sources: Pitchbook, CBC Insights

Log-tech

that affect costs. Similarly, smart machines
can communicate needs for new parts or
consumables in advance, optimizing the supply
chain. You can now monitor a shipment across
multiple international transportation methods
- from shipping to truck to rail to steamship to
yard storage to rail to truck to delivery. This
allows better insight for shippers and receivers
(eg. critical for cold-chain and fresh produce
applications), and provides last-mile visibility
that was previously unattainable. Looking
further ahead, robots, drones and driverless
vehicles will be capable of delivering packages
at even lower costs. What is clear is that the
market needs to improve its technological
capabilities, although capex is an important
consideration for players without scale.
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Valuations

Valuations in the listed space continue to track higher, surpassing
the previous high in 2007, at 9.8x EBITDA at the end of 2017. This
is providing solid support for valuations in the European mid-market.
Transport & Logistics – TEV/EBITDA for listed companies
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Sources: CapitalIQ, Capitalmind Research

European M&A

Buy-side demand in Europe is dominated by France, Germany,
Nordics and Benelux – Capitalmind’s core markets. Large strategic
providers are snapping up mid-market players (eg. specialists) on a
regular basis, as are astute financial investors (private equity), who
are present in around half of all deals.

Others

France

Italy

9%
4%
USA
6%
7%

22%

Spain

21%

13%
Benelux
~ 75%
presence of

18%

Austria and
Germany

Nordics

M&A drivers:

Consolidation has ramped up in recent years, driven by larger integrated groups that are
looking to add value by operating in additional market segments.
Cross-border transactions are also rising, as providers seek geographic integration strategies,
and customers demand more international offerings.
The drive towards efficiency is high on the agenda – eg. scale economies, geographic
integration and digital transformation.
Private equity has become an important player - present in ~50% of all deals.
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Capitalmind Talks
Founded in 2017, TankYou is the first on-demand fuel delivery service for individuals and businesses.

It’s no longer you who goes to the gas station, it’s the gas station that goes to you.

Ashley Poniatowski
General Manager

What gave you the idea for this new and innovative business model?
We believed it was necessary to follow the technologies being introduced to cars and trucks by offering additional services that are
more mobile and more connected. It starts with fuel, but also includes the maintenance and digitization of driving.

What added value are you offering your customers?
TankYou services offer two advantages: first and foremost, we offer a fuel delivery service for professionals wherever and whenever
is most convenient for them. Our vehicles move to the customer’s site and deliver directly to their fleet. Our second commitment and
offering is a web tool we call ‘TankYou Dashboard’, which allows customers to manage their refueling operations online, and to track
the consumption of their fleet in real-time in order to optimize their budgets.

What do your clients think of your solutions? And what can they expect from switching to TankYou services?
First, we offer a real alternative to fuel cards that can be problematic for monitoring, organization and even fraud. We also offer a
solution to fuel tanks that are disposed on site, as environmental standards (ICPE) become more and more complex. Last but not least,
TankYou is a solution that allows your company to optimize the working time of your employees and to have a more objective view
on fuel costs. After one full year of activity, we have had very rapid growth: today we deliver nearly 200,000 liters of fuel per month.

Is TankYou a way for T&L companies to be part of the 3.0 city trend?
Yes, because TankYou adapts to the new uses of urban mobility. Fuel stations are less and less present in the city and clients’ needs are
getting more mobile. In the longer term, our desire is to connect our technology to autonomous vehicles. It will be the vehicle or truck
that will initiate an order directly. This is station 3.0.

What about your expansion and future growth?
TankYou will realize a little over 3 million liters delivered in 2018, in its second year of activity. Our intention next year is to offer the
service in additional cities in France, and in at least two foreign countries. But above all, we want to steer our market towards alternative
energies and for T&L professionals this means GNV and/or hydrogen.

Contact us
Capitalmind
has
extensive
experience in advising deals in
the T&L sector, and with 60+ dealmakers across continental Europe we
can help you achieve your strategic
ambitions, including a wide array of
financing options.

Kilian de Gourcuff
Partner

Jan Willem Jonkman
Managing Partner

+33 1 48 24 61 44

+31 73 623 87 74

kilian.de.gourcuff@capitalmind.com

janwillem.jonkman@capitalmind.com

Hans Bayer
Partner
+49 711 259 85 49

Stig Madsen Lachenmeier
Managing Partner
+495 20 433 373

hans.bayer@capitalmind.com

stig.madsen.lachemeier@capitalmind.com
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Smart advice I by your side I worldwide

Capitalmind is one of the largest independent
corporate finance advisory firms in Europe, owned by
its partners. Since 1999 we have provided unbiased
advice to mid-market companies, entrepreneurs,
(private equity) investors and large corporates
on selling, buying and financing businesses all over the
world, and in the following sectors:

BUSINESS SERVICES

CONSUMER

FOOD & AGRO

■■

200+ closed transactions in the last 5 years - 500+ since 1999

■■

Worldwide access to strategic/financial players and likely buyers

■■

Team of 60+ experienced professionals in Europe

■■

European Headquartered advisory firm, with offices in Benelux,
France, Germany & the Nordics

■■

We have received numerous awards

HEALTHCARE

INDUSTRIALS

‘s-Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands
Reitscheweg 49
5232 BX ’s-Hertogenbosch
T +31 (0)73 623 87 74

Paris, France
151, boulevard Haussmann
75008 Paris
T +33 1 48 24 63 00

Frankfurt, Germany
Sonnenberger Straße 16
65193 Wiesbaden
T +49 611 205 480

Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Vreelandseweg 7
1216 CG Hilversum
T +31 (0)73 623 87 74

Copenhagen, Denmark
Lyngsø Alle 3
2970 Hørsholm
T +45 20 433 373

Berlin, Germany
Schumannstrasse 17
10117 Berlin
T +49 611 205 480

www.capitalmind.com

TMT

